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Laique Rehman leads fight in
March 1 Republican primary
…..Conservative patriot Laique Rehman, running in the
March 1 Republican primary
for U.S. Congress, is the only
candidate listening to you and
offering a top-to-bottom plan to
protect Texas jobs, protect your
paycheck and protect the country you know and love.

you and your kids.”

…..“I’m the only candidate in
the March 1 Republican primary with the experience and nocomprise values to defeat liberal Democrat Congresswoman
Lizzie Fletcher,” said Rehman.
“We’re going to stop the D.C.
assault on Texas and cut up their
credit cards they’re charging to

…..Rehman is a lifelong conservative Republican who has
lived in District 7 more than
three decades and has been
a delegate to many Texas Republican Conventions.

…..“They hate Texas because
our prosperity, family values
and happiness proves liberals
wrong every day,” said Rehman. “They want to destroy Texas, and they plan to do that by
destroying oil and gas.”

Laique Rehman is a lifelong conservative Republican who

…..Rehman is a businessman has lived in District 7 more than three decades and has
(See ‘Rehman,’ P. 3) been a delegate to many Texas Republican Conventions.
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Rehman only candidate with
proven plan to stop border chaos,
prosecute human traffickers

“People like you and me are sick and tired of being
attacked for wanting secure borders and a safe state”
…..Conservative patriot Laique the smugglers shipping drugs
Rehman, running in the March in planes and boats.”
1 Republican primary for U.S.
Congress, is the only candidate
‘Build The Wall’ just a
with a comprehensive plan to
start, we must go after
protect our borders.
cartels and smugglers
…..Rehman, a legal immigrant
and citizen who followed the
law and has lived in Houston
for three decades as a successful businessman, understand
the issue better than any other candidate and is the only
candidate who can defeat
liberal Democrat Congresswoman Lizzie Fletcher.
Laique Rehman with former Sheriff, now District 22 Congressman, Troy Nehls. Laique Rehman is the only candidate in the
March 1 Republican primary for Congress in District 7 with a complete plan to secure our borders and stop illegal immigration.

“As a legal immigrant,
law enforcement
advocate and patriot,
I’m the conservative
Democrats fear.”
- Laique Rehman

Democrats fear Rehman,
a legal immigrant and
successful businessman
…..“People like you and me
are sick and tired of being attacked for wanting secure borders and a safe state,” said
Rehman. “As a legal immigrant, law enforcement advocate and patriot, I’m the consevrative Democrats.”
…..“Every other candidate
says ‘Build The Wall,’ but
that doesn’t go far enough,”
said Rehman. “A border wall
keeps out some who sneak over
the border, but it doesn’t stop
the human traffickers using
legal visas and it doesn’t stop

…..“Building a wall is a start,
but you won’t secure the borders until you secure our legal
points of entry, where half the
illegal immigration and most
of the drugs enter,” said Rehman. “Most other candidates
don’t understand that.”

…..Rehman also wants to strike
at the root of the problem, organized criminals who smuggle people and drugs.

…..“Other candidates never seem to address the people behind illegal immigration. You won’t stop illegal
immigration until you break
the smuggling cartels and
fully prosecute human traffickers,” said Rehman.

…..“South Texas flipped red
because Texans of all races are
sick of the crime and sick of
being attacked by liberal cultural elites,” said Rehman. “I’m
the only candidate with a full
plan to stop it, and to take the
fight directly to the smugglers
and the cartels.”
-HSN
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Rehman leading
fight in March 1
GOP primary by
fighting for you

(Cont’d from P. 1)
in the oil and gas industry who
has been at forefront selling
American oil and gas commodities into global markets.
Rehman only candidate
who can defeat Democrat
Lizzie Fletcher
…..The company he started
has exported hundreds of millions of dollars of US made
products to countries around
the world. Rehman is known in
the business world and acts as
a speaker as well as panelist on
prestigious oil and gas forums
globally. Rehman is also a partner and founder in a financial
advisory company engaged in
taking companies public.
Rehman has been
Houston conservative
activist for over 20 years

making it hard to raise money
on a profitable fossil fuel project on wall street,” said Rehman. “I am from the oil and
gas industry have been on the
front lines of American trade
and commerce exporting hundreds of millions of American
oil and gas products.”
Rehman will lead fight to
protect Texas oil & gas
…..“And we’re going to restore
fiscal responsibility. I’m sick
of the broken promises from
politicians,” said Rehman. “We
must stop indebting our children by printing money for
handouts, and we must bring
back competitiveness in all sectors of our economy.”
Rehman only 100%
America First candidate

…..Rehman has been a prominent member of the community
and has stood up for conservative causes including suing the
US Government over Census in
the US Supreme Court.

…..“That means America
First,” said Rehman. “Americans today subsidize the medicine for rest of world. Instead
of training programs for Americans for the new economy, we
keep exporting our jobs.”

…..“We’re going to stop the
D.C. war on oil and gas,” said
Rehman. “The war on oil and
gas is both political and financial.
They’re intentionally

….“That ends when I go to
Congress,” said Rehman. “I’m
the candidate Democrats fear,
because I prove everything
they say is wrong.” - HSN

For more info, see LaiqueRehman.com
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Compare The Candidates
Who represents you?
Patriot Republican Liberal Democrat
Laique Rehman
Lizzie Fletcher

BALANCING THE BUDGET
Rehman: YES
Only Rehman supports tax cuts

Fletcher: NO
Fletcher voted to raise taxes

BUILDING OUR INFRASTRUCTURE
Rehman: YES
Only Rehman backs better roads
with existing funds

Fletcher: NO
Fletecher wants to spend road funds
on bicycles and California projects

STRONG MILITARY
Rehman: YES
Only Rehman supports a fullyfunded military

Fletcher: NO
Fletcher thinks the US should back
down to Russia and China

MORE JOBS FOR TEXAS
Rehman: YES
Only Rehman is an oil and gas
job creator

Fletcher: NO
Fletcher voted for anti-fracking,
“no oil and gas” radicals

FAIR TRADE
Rehman: YES
Only Rehman has been creating
US jobs through world trade

Fletcher: NO
Fletcher opposes fair trade for
America

BORDER PROTECTION
Rehman: YES
Only Rehman will secure borders

Fletcher: NO
Only Rehman will secure borders

HEALTH CARE
Rehman: YES
Only Rehman will lower costs

Fletcher: NO
Fletcher opposes border security

LISTENS TO YOU
Rehman: YES
Laique Rehman is running to
represent you.
Tell Laique what you think on P8.

Fletcher: NO
Fletcher thinks you should be
censored, silences and “canceled”
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former Trump Energy
Secretary Rick Perry

Laique Rehman and
Congressman Ted Poe

Laique Rehman has
been fighting for our
values for 30 years.
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Rehman only candidate to
sign “The Patriot Pledge”
The Patriot Pledge

BALANCING THE BUDGET
Federal deficit for 2022 will exceed $1.66 trillion. I consider this as one of the greatest threats facing our nation. This government loves printing dollars
for their handouts. Like any business, we need to cut costs across the board and shut down some Federal Programs including some Departments. We need
to restore competition in all sectors of the economy by protecting small and mid-size business…. nothing is too big to fail.
BUILDING OUR INFRASTRUCTURE
We need to modernize our electricity grid while maintaining our independence to avoid a future winter freeze in Texas. I will work across the aisle to ensure the funds collected from the district are spent to improve the infrastructure of the district and our great State of Texas to avoid flooding such as one
experienced during Harvey. Similarly, as our exports Oil, Gas and downstream products grow we need to improve our infrastructure including Ports and
Waterways that are vital for exporting our products.

STRONG MILITARY
I will work relentlessly to ensure our military is in possession of the most advanced weapons to give them an edge over their adversaries. I supported President Trump decision for getting us out of endless wars and use the money to modernize our military and improve the support for our honored veterans,
who served our country.
MORE JOBS FOR TEXAS
COVID-19 has left millions of Americans unemployed and closed thousands of small businesses across the state. We must rebuild our economy as quickly
as possible and get Americans back to work. Our current representative and her green colleagues are working to choke fossil fuels industry thru both political and financial pressure. I support our fossil fuel industries efforts to reduce their carbon footprint by using the latest advanced technology. We must
work together attract jobs from the new economy. Small business remains the largest employer in the US. For the record our Shale Oil and Gas was not
developed by large oil majors but by smaller outfits. I will work to protect the creativity and ingenuity of our small business.
FAIR TRADE
Having worked for decades in the frontlines of American trade selling US products for a living, I understand the importance of fair trade. I will work
relentlessly to remove obstacles facing US products and services when they enter other countries. Countries all over the world want access to our markets
similarly we need fair access for US goods and services to these markets.
BORDER PROTECTION
We are a country of immigrants. Border security remains our major problem under the current administration. Will work to stop the flow of illegal immigrants and improve merit-based immigration that has bought us talent, ideas and investment.
HEALTH CARE
Obamacare has destroyed the concept of old-fashioned small practice by removing the competition and making health care unaffordable. I believe all
policies should be free market related. President Trump administration was the first administration that tried to improve competitive pricing in the pharmaceutical industry.
PUBLIC SAFETY AND EDUCATION
We need to do more for protecting family’s safety and education. Education need not end after high school. American workforce will needs to be constantly educated and retooled to compete in the global economy.
2ND AMENDMENT
I believe in the protection of our second amendment rights.
Signed,
_______________
Laique Rehman
Republican for Congress
Texas District 7
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Laique Rehman only candidate
in Mar. 1 GOP primary with
global business experience
Houston needs

Laique Rehman addresses the 7th Annual Downstream & Petrochemical conference in Asia. Laique Rehman is President of U.S. Petrochemicals and has been at forefront of selling American oil and gas commodities in the global markets. The company, he started has exported
hundreds of millions of dollars of US made products to countries globally.

.....With Houston’s economy
facing upcoming challenges
even amid a national economic
boom, Laique Rehman is the
only candidate with global business experience in the March
3 GOP primary for Congress’ Seventh District.

.....“To me being fiscally conservative, small government, cutting expenditures to balance the
budget is not a campaign talking point,” said Rehman.
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A Personal Note To You From Laique Rehman
7th District voters has a representative who has nothing to
show for her term in office and represents the deep state
establishment and special interests.
Crime has become rampant in our neighborhoods and our
borders are less secure. Voters of CD 7 deserve safer
neighborhoods and secure borders. Current administration is incapable of facing external threats being faced by
our nation in Europe and East Asia. It is time we take care
of our veterans who have sacrificed so much for our country.
She belongs to the party that has declared war on our fossil fuel industry because of which Americans pay higher
for gas than they did before. If current representative is
reelected her party will destroy our oil industry which took
so many years to build. By doing that she will also destroy
our downstream Manufacturing Industry which is feeding
on the cheap oil and gas feedstocks. Today Texas power
costs at 4.5 cents per kilowatt hour are one of the cheapest in the world. Even cheaper than middle east. If her
green friends had their way, they will be double the cost of
power like in Europe. With your help I will take our District
back and safeguard what we have achieved in the Energy
Sector as well as retain the manufacturing jobs created
from our oil and gas industry.

.....“In business I have done
it all the time and I am confident my experience as a small As your representative I will do everything in my power to
.....In his speech at the 2010 businessman on the front lines attract jobs in the new economy back to Texas.
European Petrochemical Con- of American Trade and ComThe trillion-dollar handouts being given out by her party is
ference in he stated that US still merce,” said Rehman.
creating inflation for the average Americans who have to
has competitively priced natural
gas and we have the technology .....“I have exported hundreds of pay more for groceries than they ever did before and our
and the freight advantage from millions of dollars of American future generations will have to repay this debt. We need
west coast of NAFTA countries Products globally on razor thin fiscal responsibility in Washington..
margins will add value in both
to remain a world leader.
Washington and to our district We need to restore competition back in our health care
.....He also sued the Clinton in coming up with creative solu- industry and avoid the pitfalls of socialized medicine where
administration over liberal tions to complex problems fac- the current administrations want to take us.
Census questions that violat- ing our nation and our district,”
-HSN
ed the constitutional rights . said Rehman.

“It’s time to win back America!”
- Laique Rehman

On March 1 you have the opportunity to take our District
back by voting for Laique Rehman in the Republican
primary.

Houston Sentinel-News
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Laique Rehman listens to YOU
Dear Conservative Patriot,
The mainstream media never poll people like you because they want to hide the truth -- but I represent YOU. That’s why I am asking YOU to tell me what YOU think. Your
record of clear and loud patriotism makes you a fine candidate to voice your opinions on the issues the media don’t want others to hear.
Please mark the response to each question that best matches what you feel, and return it to: Laique Rehman, P.O. Box 460412, Houston, TX 77056

Tell Laique What You Think!
1) Every Republican running claims they fight for our values, but when elected they join The Swamp. Laique Rehman is the only
candidate in the March 1 Republican Primary who signed “The Patriot Pledge” that confirms -- in sworn writing -- he
will support a conservative agenda.
Do you agree with Laique Rehman that all other Republican candidates should have joined him in signing a Pledge?
q

Yes		 q

No		

q

Unsure

2) Laique Rehman is the candidate Democrats fear. Do you agree with Laique Rehman that your Congressman must
not just protect our borders, but go after the organized criminals who smuggle illegal aliens and drugs?
q

Yes		 q

No		

q

Unsure

3) Do you agree with Laique Rehman that your Congressman must protect Texas oil and gas from anti-jobs activists
from California and D.C.?
q

Yes		 q

No		

q

Unsure

4) Laique Rehman is a conservative patriotic businessman and the only candidate in the March 3 Republican primary with global
business experience. That is especially important, as Houston is vulnerable to a possible economic downturn even as the rest of the
country sees a record economic and stock market boom.
Do you agree with Laique Rehman that the results of the last three years proves we need to elect more candidates
who are conservatives with real world global business experience?
q

Yes		 q

No		

q

Unsure

5) The Republican Primary is March 1, and anyone can vote early February 14 to 25. Will you support Laique Rehman
for U.S Congress?
q

Yes		 q

No		

q

Unsure

Please Print:
Name (First):______________________________________________ (Last):______________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________ City:_____________________________ Zip:___________________
Home #:_________________________ Cell: __________ ______________ Email:_________________________________________
				
If you would like to donate to support Laique Rehman, please make checks payable to Laique Rehman for Congress.
Donations may be sent via regular mail to: P.O. Box 460412, Houston, TX 77056
				
[ ] $25 [ ] $50 [ ] $100 [ ] $250 [ ] $500 [ ] $1000 [ ] $2700 [ ] Other $___________
Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation, and employer of individuals whose contributions
exceed $200 in an election cycle.
Employer: ________________________________________________________________ Occupation:___________________________________________________________
Contributions from corporations, labor organizations, national banks, foreign nationals that are not lawfully admitted permanent residents, and federal government contractors
are prohibited. Funds received in response to this solicitation are subject to federal contribution limits. Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to collect and report the

PAID FOR BY LAIQUE REHMAN FOR CONGRESS

